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Our focus is to deliver software, services, and 
products with an amazing user experience, both 
visually and functionally, simplifying this advanced 





Anonymous bitcoin advertising network.  
Advertisers allocate their funds on advertising 







A jukebox running on Bitcoin. Access a venue's 
jukebox page, select a song by sending Bitcoins 











Bitcoin Yellow Pages is focused towards search, 








Since July 2011 we are trying our best to create a 
credible, reliable and easy to use website with all 











The easiest way to get free bitcoins. Earn bitcoins 






Offers a wide variety of merchandise for purchase 







We offer more than 500,000 products available for 
immediate shipment, at the very lowest prices 









bitfash.com    
 







With BitID you can sign up to any service. It's 







Instead of quoting a price as 0.021513 Bitcoins it 











Book vacation rentals and amazing travel activities 






BitWall is a platform for publishers to promote their 
publications online and get paid for their 












Sell your downloaded items on this website. 











CoinJabber is a traffic aggregation portal that 
allows you to list, review, browse, and 
advertise/promote Bitcoin and other 












A literal map of the world illustrating bitcoin 






flibbr is an online bitcoin based marketplace where 
users can buy / sell exchange goods or services for 






First Retail and Bitcoin Payment Platform for 





HardBTC Ltd. is dedicated to customer service and 







HighKart is India's first online store to provide 







Get a public key, safely, starting just with 






Tax software for Bitcoin, Ripple, and other digital 






OmniBazaar is developing the first and only 
consumer-to-consumer and business-to-consumer 
Internet marketplace to allow users to buy and sell 
directly among themselves, anonymously, using 











OpenBazaar is an open source project to create a 
decentralized network for commerce online—using 





The ultimate tool for the bitcoin community to 
grow. Designed to help bitcoin reach more people. 
Send bits with just 2 clicks on any device. 













Spendabit is the world's first “Bitcoin product 
search engine.” We help you find things you can 






On-line marketplace for bitcoins. Social shopping 












Twister is the fully decentralized P2P 
microblogging platform leveraging from the free 








bithalo.org    
 
BitHalo creates the platform for an anonymous 







Chain is a company that helps developers build 
bitcoin apps by providing fast access to the block 






Colored Coins is a colored bitcoin minting and 
exchange protocol that works on top of an 






Counterparty is a platform for free and open 






Ethereum is a protocol that is open to all. Any 
programmer should be able to write smart 
contracts and Ethereum apps in languages they 












MaidSafe is a fully decentralized platform on 







The Protocol Layer On Top of The Bitcoin 






Namecoin is a decentralized open source 
information registration and transfer system 










Tillit is developing a platform and ecosystem of 
toolsets enabling, normalizing and empowering 
decentralized ledgers for use in business 






Smart contracts pass revenue directly onto 
Investors through a Peer to Peer exchange 
infrastructure that is controlled by no one and 










UltraCoin is programmable money that allows 
counterparty risk free transactions. Create loans 
without banks, trades without brokers and 
contracts without lawyers - all available through 







Decentralized settlement and meta transaction 
protocol. 
 







The Association of Crypto-Currency Enterprises 
and Start-ups, Singapore (ACCESS) promotes and 







Dedicated to raising awareness of bitcoin among 
Canadian consumers, merchants, and policy 
makers; to promoting bitcoin adoption in Canada; 
and furthering study and research in bitcoin and 






We organize presentations, discussions, pub 
nights, parties, and other creative outings to 
foster a community of people and businesses 
interested in learning about and creating a new 






We have set out on a journey to change lives 
through the power of Bitcoin. And we are 
dedicated to its development, safety, and 






Bitcoin ideas factory. We are a team of developers 
working on Bitcoin & Crypto currency based 














A new voice for Bitcoin. Dedicated to developing 
and advocating sound government policy toward 







Crypto Moms was launched in April, 2014 with a 
dedicated mission to increase women's 






A global research project in advanced solutions 






To support the development of best in class 
professional practices in the digital currency 
economy through training, certification, and 









Provides state of the art technology to enable 
businesses to trade and exchange an array of 







Bitcoins without the fuss, Buy or sell bitcoins with 
















A secure, state-of-the-art exchange platform built 







Find the best digital currency exchanges in the 












Buy bitcoin fast and easily: 








Bitcoin Bourse is a trading system for Bitcoin 
Shares and a decentralised Person to Person 






























#bitcoin-otc is an over-the-counter marketplace 
for trading with bitcoin. The marketplace is 






German speaking Internet marketplace, which 
enables registered users worldwide to 
purchase the electronic currency Bitcoin from 
other registered users or to sell the virtual 












trading platform for digital currencies. By using 
our services people all over Norway and the rest 










buy and sell bitcoin with cash, at market prices, 













Bitfinex is a trading platform for Bitcoin and 













Find people in your social network who want to 

















Bitme is a U.S.-based bitcoin markets & 
exchange service geared towards facilitating 






Buy and sell Bitcoins and other 







Bitcoin trading made easy, secure, and 




















Bitstamp is an European Union based bitcoin 










Secure digital wallet to store, spend, and receive 












BTC China is a provider of an online bitcoin 
trading platform. Shanghai, China. 
 




BTC-e.com serves as a platform for individuals 
interested in trading between bitcoins and other 



































Philippines based exchange that allows its 
customers to convert between Philippines Peso 














Platform where one can buy and sell Bitcoins in 














CAVIRTEX stands for Canadian Virtual Exchange. 
We are Canada's first Bitcoin trading market that 
allows you to buy and sell Bitcoins with Canadian 











Coinarch is an online platform offering innovative 
trading solutions for bitcoin. Use long and short 
positions to profit in rising and falling markets and 






Coinbase is an open-source cryptographic 
protocol that makes it easy for people and 
businesses to use the cryptocurrency, Bitcoin. 





















Buy and sell bitcoins for cash from local retail 












CoinJar provides a convenient and secure way to 













Coinmotion Ltd aims to provide a seamless 
platform for using bitcoin to both consumers and 







A currency exchange for people to buy and sell 






Coinomat allows you to convert between various 
cryptocurrencies and national currencies without 
the hassle of opening an account at an 





Coinplug provides bitcoin exchange, wallet, and 
payment processor services targeting Korea and 






CoinRnr helps people all over the United States 
and Canada buy and sell bitcoin without long wait 
times or excessive fees. without any unnecessary 












Coins-E is a digital currency trading platform, with 
two factor authentication, we guarantee to protect 





Coins.ph is a Philippine company committed to 






Coinsetter is a NYC-based Forex trading platform 
for Bitcoin. It offers fast and reliable trading in 
addition to liquidity sourced from other global 





CoinSpot started out as a free online wallet and 
quickly changed into a full blown online shopping 







CoinTap allows consumers to obtain bitcoins by 







CoinTrader.net is an online trading platform for 
the Bitcoin community. They facilitate the trade of 
bitcoins (BTC or XBT) for traditional currency 





CoinTree is Australia's newest bitcoin exchange 







Coinvert is het wisselkantoor om veilig en snel 






Coinx is a premier digital currency exchange. 
They are a secure and trusted online trading 
platform that provides a marketplace for buyers 







Conectabitcoin is a decentralized marketplace for 
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin & Litecoins (among 
others). They have built it to be a free and secure 






Crypto Coins Exchange platform on which seller 
and buyer meet to do their transactions peer-to-
peer of crypto coins with CCEDK as their 






Digital currency platform and service provider. 
Crypto Next’s vision is to make cryptocurrencies 
more accessible by providing simple multi-
currency exchange solutions that are cheap, easy 





Cryptsy is an Internet startup operated by Project 
Investors, Inc. focusing on the exchange of 
Crypto-Currency commonly known as “BitCoin” 
and it's derivatives. They currently service more 
than 90 different types of crypto-currency. 










digitalBTC is an established and profitable 
company providing investors exposure to multiple 
facets of the Bitcoin industry and other digital 













Expresscoin is a financial technology platform 
focused on helping people get access to digital 













Global Coin FX combines the best of an exchange 
with instant execution, full order book and the 






Gold Silver Bitcoin offers its customers the choice 
of selling precious metals products in exchange 







HitBTC is the registered brand of HIT 
Technologies Aps for the purpose of providing its 







HolyTransaction is the universal cryptocurrency 






Huobi is one of the world's leading bitcoin 







itBit is a global digital currency exchange that 
provides investors with a user-friendly trading 
experience and the financial expertise to reach 













Korbit started by offering the world's first Bitcoin-






The first truly professional trading platform for 







On LakeBTC, individuals, merchants and 
institutions can easily trade bitcoins, lock down 
the prices, manage their exposures, and hedge 






At LocalBitcoins.com, people from different 
countries can exchange their local currency to 




Pure crypto-currency exchange, coded in C++, 








A Pure Digital Asset Exchange 


















MetaLair is working on launching the first 
decentralised cryptocurrency exchange for 





Bitcoin and Litecoin exchange. 






Multigateway (MGW) is a third party service 
developed on top of the NXT network that allows 
you to move cryptocurrencies in and out of the 













NoveltyLab is a startup company that is 
committed to the integration of cryptocurrencies 





OKCoin.com is a BitCoin trading platform that 






Finally, a reason to use Bitcoins. 15% off Amazon. 






Quadriga CX is a Canadian Cryptocurrency 







QuickBT.com is your source for fast, secure 
Bitcoin from anywhere using your INTERAC® 






Quoine provides a modern user interface in line 
with the latest Internet standards and trends for 














Founded in February 2014, SBEX SA is a Swiss 







Today, over 100,000 merchants accept bitcoin, 
and we aim to list every one here, as well as all 






























Simple, Secure and Seamless Way to Store, Buy 







A professional platform as a base for operations 
in the sale and purchase of cryptocurrencies, 













VirWoX is the "Virtual World Exchange"; an 






ZipZap is global payment platform providing 









Agora Commodities is the first full service bullion 
dealer accepting the new revolutionary currency 






Insure your crypto-currencies with Inscrypto. We 
are like Bitcoin’s privately funded, decentralized 







Cryptocurrency portfolio management.  













The world's most advanced Bitcoin derivatives 






Send money to Kenya cheaper and faster. 






BitSavings.org is the safest way to earn a return 
using Bitcoins. No matter whether the value of 
Bitcoins increases or decreases, we pay 5% 










Bitcoin savings accounts and leveraged trading 







A completely fair and transparent way to earn 
money both on high-rate and low-rate Bitcoin 
fluctuations. Listings and quotations are taken 


















BTC.sx is a bitcoin trading platform that allows 
users to make directional bets to manage their 












Invest your hard earned bitcoins and use the most 
advanced bitcoin futures platform now. 
CoinBr.com offers you 24-hour easy and affordable 




















Coinsplit allows you to create multiple bitcoin 
wallets. Each time a wallet receives coins they are 
divided in to parts, according to shares, and sent to 






CoSign Coin utilizes Multi-Signature Wallets and 
Multi-Signature Transactions to secure your funds. 





Send your Bitcoin to a Cryptex Card unique deposit 
address. Let us know how much Bitcoin you want 
on your card and we convert. Cash becomes 
available on your card & accessible on our existing 





CryptFolio lets you keep track of your 
cryptocurrencies, miners, investments and 
equities, and generates regular reports of your 





Crypto Stocks is a crowdfunding platform to bring 
together people with business ideas (projects) and 
people who want to support them with Bitcoins, 






The first algorithmic trading platform for Bitcoin 







Digital currency services including lower-cost 
international remittances and merchant payments 






Enterprise software solutions for financial service 
providers to securely integrate with cryptofinancial 






The world's first bitcoin bank, exclusively for 






GogoCoin is a prepaid access company designed 
to help newcomers purchase bitcoins and discover 











We are developing a suite of tools that will give 






A payment services operator that gives consumers 
direct access to deposit Crypto Currencies into 












Silent-Vault is a secure, private online wallet for 






Financial services firm with the technological and 
regulatory expertise to trade in the emerging field 
of digital finance. Developing Bitcoin total return 






First U.S.-regulated Bitcoin swaps exchange. 


















Real-Time Market Data and Aggregated News 






















Betcoin Casino, is a premium online casino site 



















We are constantly on the lookout for the most 
interesting Bitcoin and cryptocurrency related sites 







Bitcoin Gambling Guide contains information you 











Bitcoin Video Casino is a provably fair gaming site 


















Modern online casino offering a roulette multi-







Founded in 2013, CasinoBitco.in was the first 














Gambit is a multiplayer gaming platform offering 
various strategy and classic card games, dice 



















Earn Bitcoins betting with no odds, events or any 












The Ghost of Satoshi will roll the dice and pick a 
Lucky Number! You win if Lucky Number is less 







Seals With Clubs (SWC) is a web site and poker 
application that allows anyone, anywhere, to play 






Tradefor is realistic trading game.  Players immerse 
themselves in a trading world where they use the 
game’s currency (“Bits”) to trade for coupons and 




























Bex.io develops a global network to proliferate white 







BitTag is a physical price tag that creates a 
seamless integration between Bitcoin (or any 
another cryptocurrency) transactions and "bricks 





BISON is a network of Bitcoin-related businesses 
that opted to use Jumio’s Netverify service to 







BitAccess Inc. produces the world's leading Bitcoin 






Licensed Swiss financial intermediary, broker and 







We physicalize online trading platform of 




















Bits of Proof is an independent, self funded 
technology leader in Bitcoin offering Wallet, Gold 
Bullion Bitcoin exchanges, and white label merchant 





BitSent Inc is providing cryptocurrency solutions 
and in particular Bitcoin solutions, providing 
products such as Wallets, AVMs, Trading, and 







Professional advice on acquisition, implementation 
and understanding cryptocurrencies and smart 
contracts. Provides touring Bitcon ATMs as well as 






Currently owns a single, touring Bitcoin ATM with 
plans to place more across Ireland and the United 






Manufactures and sells their own Bitcoin ATM 




Buttercoin is an open source digital trading engine 
used to arrange trades in an order book.  






Card To Coin aims to be the easiest way of 






Coinlab is a venture-backed company dedicated to 
making digital currencies more accessible, 







The Coinme Kiosk is the fastest and most secure 
solution for Seattle-area residents to buy and sell 






Our machine is surprisingly easy to use and is the 
first two-way Bitcoin ATM in northern Europe and 






CoinVault intends to bring Bitcoin and similar 





Diamond Circle is payment network for fiat and 
crypto-currency storage and exchange.  We 







Simple and secure Bitcoin 






Company with the vision of bringing Android and 
Bitcoin technologies to the unexplored places. It is 
an amazing adventure. We are based in Prague 
Czech Republic from where we spread our 













Buying and using Bitcoins can be very confusing. 







Creators of the world's most popular Bitcoin ATM. 



















Bitcoin banking for the non-tech savvy audience in 
emerging markets through social media and 







Next Generation Bitcoin ATM Platform.  







We manufacture ATMs and advanced vending for 
different markets. Fabricamos máquinas de cobro 






We’re a group of young professionals with 
backgrounds in law, accounting and IT who have 
come together to bring you Bitcoin AVM’s 
throughout the UK.  We believe in making Bitcoin 












Our ATM locations offer a user-friendly way for 








Storj is based on the Bitcoin blockchain technology 
and peer-to-peer protocols to provide the most 













Tembusu develops technological solutions to 













Cryptocurrency Exchange for Financial Institutions. 














World's first distributed veteran 
entrepreneur and angel investor group. 
Focused on accelerating the digital 











World's first accelerator for decentralized 







The Bitcoin Embassy acts as a 
collaborative networking & meeting space 
in Montreal, where experienced Bitcoiners, 
startups and newcomers can share 
business ideas and develop them through 






The Bitcoin Investment Trust (BIT) is a 
private, open-ended trust that is invested 
exclusively in bitcoin and derives its value 






Our fund is designed to minimise risk 
while allowing you to enjoying great 
returns, we solve the key challenges of 







Follow on fund for @BoostVC bitcoin 






CoinSeed specializes in designing and 
implementing high power and optimally 
efficient ASIC based Bitcoin mining 
infrastructures for the purpose of 
generating solid return on investment for 






A global Crypto Think Tank and 








The first venture fund to raise all of its 
investment capital in cryptocurrency and 












Falcon Global Capital, LP is an SEC 
Regulation D Private Investment Fund that 
invests solely in the Bitcoin markets.  






Greenbank Capital is a corporate finance 
investment business focusing on investing 
in Canadian small cap publicly listed 













The Cryptofunding Platform 













Mintcombine is a parallel digital asset 







Investment firm focused on the Bitcoin 






Pathfinder Capital was created in order to 
provide investors with a structured way to 
access the potential high-growth 
opportunities available in today’s frontier 






Plug and Play Tech Center is a global 
accelerator specializing in growth-stage 






Digital Currency Investments.  







Seedcoin has designed a unique process 
to assess and assist external startups at 







We believe in determined entrepreneurs 
and reinforce their pursuit of a frictionless 
world. Because those who dare to fail 








AMT's new line of Rack Mount Miners combines 
today's leading ASIC chips with a standardized 
technology which is optimized for choice and 






Alpha Technology is a technology firm based in the 
UK, located in Manchester, comprising of a team of 




Our goal is simple - Provide the most cost effective 
wholesale miner hosting solutions possible. With 
facilities in the Caribbean and USA we can provide 










Avalon Clones manufactures and distributes 













The world’s leader in semiconductors, servers and 
datacenter solutions for the bitcoin and 






We specialize in research, development and sales 













Bitcoin Crypto Exchange and Cloud Mining 






At Cloud Hashing, our goal is to make the process 
of mining for bitcoins simple, scalable and cost 













CGRemote is a powerful management tool 







CoinTerra is a hardware and software company 
that designs, produces and operates systems that 






CoinWare is an umbrella company of businesses 












PetaMine provides a flexible, accessible cloud 
mining option for new and experienced Bitcoin 












Based in the UK we aim to reduce the risk of 
investing in Bitcoin mining, whilst ensuring every 







Cloud mining is proven to be more profitable than 







Hosting Designed & Purpose-Built for Bitcoin 





We started this company out of reaction to the new 
crypto-currency market. We saw a chance to bring 
change to the world, not so different from when the 










LabRatMining is a company that operates as a 







Mining ASICs Technologies B.V. (MAT) are 







The MobileMiner apps allow you to remotely 
monitor and control your Bitcoin, Litecoin, and 







MultiMiner is a desktop application for crypto-coin 













PB Mining is a fully trusted business in SK, Canada 





We have developed state-of-the-art ASICs for 







Introducing an update to the most powerful 
Bitcoin miner available: the SP35 Yukon Power 
edition. We have replaced the previous power 
supplies with bigger power supplies to reach 






Visionman Bitcoin Miners sells high speed 
encryption processors for use in bitcoin & litecoin 
mining, research, telecom and security 






Manufacturer of mining equipment.  







Introducing Cloud Hosting. We are proud to 
introduce ZenMiner Cloud with a 99.9% uptime 









With our prior success with BitCoin (SHA-256) 
ASIC chips and competition heating up, we decided 
to shift our focus to Scrypt ASIC chips in 2013. 
California. 
 







Bitcoin and digital money insights for 
merchants and executives that wish to use 







Bitcoincharts provides financial and 
technical data related to the Bitcoin 
network. You can also access this data via 






Bitcoin Search Engine for News, Tutorials, 






























We are always interested to hear from 
anyone that would like to develop 
business together in this exciting new 






Canada's Leading Provider of Bitcoin 













Regular news, reviews and features about 
bitcoin mining, bit coin trading and the 






The ultimate news and review site for the 






Connect with people & businesses 





Reports on Bitcoin and other digital 






Reports on the evolving regulatory 







We promote bitcoin commerce by 
connecting consumers & businesses 
through applications that provide clarity of 








Blockr.io Blockchain Explorer provides 
information on Bitcoin and Alt Coin 












Keep track of your bitcoin miners across 
popular mining pools and monitor bitcoin 







Bitcoin news, chat, startups, culture and 






We will always strive to give the best 
information, support and product offerings 






Your Open Source for Digital Currency 
News. We provide news, mining 


















Covering the latest Bitcoins news, analysis 













CoinTelegraph covers everything-Bitcoin, 
bringing you the latest news, prices, 
breakthroughs, and analytics, with 
emphasis on expert opinion and 







Observing and exploring all aspects of the 
crypto world; including mining, financial 
trading, exchanges, development and 







Podcast about the technologies, projects 



















The leading producer of online 
publications and global trade shows for 
today’s most innovative technology.  






Interviews, News & Discussion - We talk 
the Future of Money, and pioneering the 






Bitcoin Newsletter - Tracking Bitcoin news 













TradeBlock provides visibility into digital 
currency markets with data tools and 






A free quarterly publication showcasing 
the best of the Bitcoin Universe. 






Real-Time Market Data and Aggregated 









The first Payment Solution using Bitcoin network 














Bitcoin payments for online commerce. The 














BitPagos is a payment gateway that supports 
multiple currency bitcoin and credit card 






BitPay is a payment processor for the peer-to-peer 






Transfer your bitcoin to U.S. dollars, euros, 
pounds, yen, and yuan with no delays — we offer 







Blockchain is the world's most popular web based 







Braintree is the easiest way to accept payments 







Bylls is Canada's first bill payment service for 






Circle is a digital currency company that makes it 







Coin Of Sale is a web-based Bitcoin payment 







Secure Bitcoin wallet, merchant service, and 





Coinkite is an international bitcoin wallet focused 
on hardcore privacy, bank-grade security, 







Coinlock is a secure system that helps you sell 





Bitcoin Payment Solutions & Payment Gateway 







Coin Widget is an open source Bitcoin/Litecoin 






An easy-to-use system and no geographical 
boundaries allows us to provide you with the 











We are the only company to provide UK and EU 
customers stable, reliable and legal way to trade 












GoCoin develops a payment gateway for online 
and retail merchants to accept bitcoin as a 







Use Kitiwa to convert Ghana Cedis into Bitcoin, an 
electronic currency that is accepted globally by 
trusted companies. Once you have Bitcoin, you 






Kryptokit is a Toronto-based technology company 







Pay and get paid for tasks and collaborations 






Monegraph helps anyone verify that a digital 







A next generation crypto-currency interface and 






Neo is the first physical portal for exchanging 
bitcoins. Come and ask us how you can be your 






The world's first Bitcoin Wallet NETWORK.  






We are making it ridiculously easier, quicker and 
safer to accept Bitcoins at your website, social 






The Pheeva Wallet is a dedicated hot wallet 






Bitcoin Fundraising and Pay Per View Solution 






The easiest way to buy gift cards with 











Spend digital currencies, loyalty points, and 
regular money - all with the Shift debit card. View 
your accounts and switch your spending source 







Use snapCard to buy anything using digital 










We process fiat for crypto and business payments 






Accept payments in Bitcoin from anywhere in the 
world; and receive settlements in your local 




Yestobitcoins.com is an online service provider 
who allows you to pay in bitcoins for products 









zipbit is a secure platform that facilitates easy 
bitcoin payment options for consumers and 
converts those payments into cash for merchants. 










As the first Bitcoin consulting company, we bridge 
the gap between investors -big and small- and 







BitRecruiter comprises leading talent acquisition 
professionals and is the only recruitment company 
dedicated and equipped for cryptocurrency 












At CoinComply, we help digital currency 
companies ensure that they operate safely and 
soundly in order to obtain, and maintain, strong 






CoinVox is the leading Bitcoin consulting firm. 







Digital Currency Labs is a financial technology and 
strategic advisory firm whose mission is to bridge 
the gap between the world of Virtual Currencies 






Hermes Global Partners creates custom 
complementary currencies on the bitcoin 






Humint is a branding & innovation lab that helps 










Start using your Bitcoins today! Top up your 
prepaid mobile account in 100+ countries. Dubai, 
UAE. 
 








BlockAuth will enable you to own and operate your 
own Identity Registrar that allows users to submit 





Blocksign is a blockchain service for legally 







Implement in less time than it takes to read our 






Bitnation provides the same services traditional 
governments provides, from dispute resolution and 
insurance to security and much more – but in a 







Bitrated provides a platform for using multi-
signature transaction and a marketplace for Bitcoin 






Users associate their online identities with Bitcoin 







Connect your business with security researchers. 







Factom is a system for securing millions of 













IdentityMind™ is an on-demand platform providing 
next generation risk management and anti-fraud 







The Reality Keys™ service provides automated and 
human-verified data designed to enable a new 
generation of automated, trust-free information 













Rivetz runs local applets in the hardware of 
Android phones and PC's that provide a collection 






























Send and receive bitcoin 
anywhere in the world via SMS. 






The first & only Bitcoin wallet that lets you jje 
private keys on an external device using NFC & 






Armory is an open source wallet management 




















Make cryptocurrency accessible and useful for 


















Ultra Secure Bitcoin storage Easy-to-use, 












Bitcoin Wallet Protection Service.  






Send and receive Bitcoins securely from your 



















We provide fraud detection and recoverability 
services. Our industry-leading HDM technology 
integrates with wallets and exchanges to reduce 






Web Based Bitcoin Wallet - quick and easy way 
to  




















A human-friendly digital token wallet for multiple 






Offline storage for Online Assets Deep cold 














Maxxo Wallet enables users to buy, sell, 
convert, send and accept bitcoins at anytime. 




MultiBit is a secure, lightweight, international 







OpenSource Software for Digital Currencies. 
































The Hardware Bitcoin Wallet.  






Bitcoin, in your hands. Your Verso card is your 








Xapo combines the convenience of an everyday 
bitcoin wallet with the security of a deep cold 
storage vault. Palo Alto, CA. 
